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there is the haunting memory of Richieu, Anja and Vladek's first
son, who was poisoned by his aunt just before the Nazis were to
take them to Auschwitz.
The black-and-white drawings have a timeless quality, which
brings the animal images into the present so that the story takes
on an immediacy. There are many instances of the books' graphic
power-from huge mice limply hanging with nooses around
their necks to Anja and Vladek walking down a street shaped like
a swastika.
Maus I is subtitled "My Father Bleeds History," and opens with
Hitler's quote: "The Jews are undoubtedly a race, but they are not
human." When reading, one might be inclined to substitute
"Nazis" for "Jews" in Hitler's quote, yet even that is untrue. Since
Spiegelman portrays animals as people, there is an underlying
suggestion that no one is really human. The one constant theme,
when Spiegelman cuts to the present, with his father in Rego
Park or his rented Catskills bungalow, is that even though the war
is over, it never ended.
Chapter One, entitled "The Sheik (mid-1930's to Winter
1944)," opens with Art visiting his father in Queens to research
his book. "The Sheik" covers the early years, and his parents'
courtship. Framed by the real love story, complete with details
about a past girlfriend who tried to prevent the marriage, we
come to know Vladek. He moved from one part of Poland to the
other to marry Anja, and was set up in business by his wealthy
father-in-law.
In Chapter Four, Vladek recalls when the Nazis took over early
on; his business associate Cohn and his son were arrested for
trading in the black market; they were used as examples and
hanged in public, where their bodies remained for a week.
Recalling them, Vladek cries, and although one of his eyes is
glass, that eye tears as well.
In "Mouse Holes," the fifth chapter, Art learns that Vladek and
his second wife, Mala, have read a cartoon which Art drew years
ago that appeared in an un4erground comic book he thought his
father would never see. Entitled "Prisoner on the Hell Planet," it
recounts his mother's suicide, and Art's massive guilt.
Since each chapter opens with Art portraying Vladek speaking
in the present, there is also the subtext-what Vladek is like now
that he has survived the war. Art expresses his concerns to Mala.
"It's something that worries me about the book I'm doing about
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including what he heard the bodies looked like after struggling.
These are the most disturbing parts of the whole book, bec ause
they are vivid and utterly repulsive. ("Their fingers were broken
from trying to climb up the wall ... and sometimes their arms were
as long as their bodies, pulled from the socket.") One pict ure
shows a diagram with the ovens, an elevator for the corpse lift ,
and a room for melting gold fillings. "To such a place finished my
father, my sisters, my brother, so many."
Maus II also deals with Art's attempts to come to grips with his
past through therapy. He speaks with his psychiatrist who is a
survivor, too. In sessions, both wear mouse masks. He tells his
doctor he is having trouble working and can't imagine what it felt
like to be at Auschwitz. "W hat Auschwitz felt like? Hmm.... How
can I explain?.... BOO!" This answer startles Art. "It felt a little
like that . But always! From the moment you got to the gate until
the very end."
After the war, Anja returns to her hometown. There, she
consults a gypsy fortune-teller. Everything she tells Anja is true,
including that her husband is alive, that he had typhoid, that
there is a dead child (Richieu), and that there is a new life,
another little boy.
Maus II ends after showing Vladek and Anja reunited. "More I
don' t need to tell you. We were both very happy, and lived happy,
happy ever after." At his father's request, Art stops his tape
recorder. Vladek is tired, and rests. The last frame is Vladek and
Anja's shared tombstone. Anja died May 21, 1968; Vladek on
August 18, 1982.

